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ABSTRACT
The Twin Buttes mining district lies at the base of the
eastern flank of the Sierrita Mountains.

The rocks of the

region are -essentially complexly folded and faulted Paleozoic

and Mesozoic (?) limestones and quartzites.

A post.

Cretaceous (?) granite stock with attendant igneous dikes and
sills further complicates the structure and has produced
widespread metamorpIli sm of the sediments.

Post-P;ranitA

faulting, probably of a gravitational nature, followed the
cooling and shrinking of the magmatic body.

Subsequent

erosion has removed many of the older sedimentary rocks and
has revealed the underlying granite.

Ore deposition in the district accompanied the intrusion
and is typically contact metamorphic in character.

The ore

bodies are almost invariably associated with garnetized
zones in the limestone near the granite contact.

predominantly chalcopyrite with some galena an

The ore is
sphalerite.

variety of typically contact metamorphic minerals are
closely associated with the ores.
Mining operations are dormant at tlao present time, and

future activity in the district is problematical.
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III

HISTORICAL SKETCH OF PIMA COUNTY, ARIZONA
This historical sketch of mining activities in Pima County
must necessarily be very brief; neither time nor space permits
anything, approaching a complete recital of the events of its

exciting and romantic past.

For such an account the writer

bows to the far superior narrative ability of another and
infinitely more capable geologist, Fredrick L. Ransome, and

recommends to the reader his brief, though complete and highly
interesting, history of the early Southwest which serves as an
introduction to the water supply paper, "Papago Country,"
by Kirk Bryan/.

1

The following records were obtained from Articles
appearing at various times in the Arizona Mining Journal by
2
authors H. B. Leach, M. M. Carpenter, 3 and M. A. Allen. 4
The history of Arizona is divisible into three periods:
the era of Spanish exploration 1539-1823, the 28 years of

Mexican control 1825-1853, and the past 94 years, since the
Gadsden Purchase, as a part of the 'United States.

Pima County embraces the greater part of the area which
1

Bryan, Kirk, The Papago country:
Supply Paper 499, 438 pp., 1925.

U. S. Geol. Survey -iater

2

Leach, R. 9., Pima county review:
no. 1, pp. 35-39, 1918.

Ariz. Min. Jr., vol. 2,

'

3

Carpenter, M. M., Beginning of mining in Pima county:
Ariz. Min. Jr., vol. 11, no. 2, pp. 5-7, 1927.
4

Allen, M. A., Mines of Pima county: Ariz. Min. Jr., vol. 3,
no. 1, pp. 76-77, 1919.
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was the earliest mining district of the United States.

Its

fame as a source of gold and silver was a strong lure to the

many Spanish expeditions to this country in the 16th century
and resulted in the attempted colonization of this part of
Arizona by the mission fathers after 1687.

Though Spaniards, both conquistadores and padres, had
entered Arizona years before, it was not until 1582 that ore
was discovered.

In that year one Antonio de Espojo, a Spaniard,

owning rich mines at Santa Barbara, Me7ico, headed an expedition into what is now Arizona and reported finding deposits
f precious metals.

A vein of silver ore, near where the

town of Prescott now stands, was specifically mentioned.

More than 100 years elapsed before any attempts at mining
were made.

Tumacacori.Mission, 50 miles south of Tucson, was the
center of early day mining operations in this section.

Legends

of a large and rich Tumacacori mine persist even today.
Previous to its becoming a territory, Arizona was
attached. to Dona Ana County, New Mexico.

The Territory of

Arizona was created by an act of Congress in 1863.
In 1864 Pima County was made one of the four oriF4inal

counties of the Territory of Arizona, its boun,artos then
being the Gila River to the north, New Mexico on the east,
Mexico on the south, and Yuma County to the west.

Pima

County has been greatly reduced in size since Arizona became

a state in 1912; the original area included, in addition to

the present Pima County, the countIes of Santa Cruz and
Cochise, and parts of Final, Graham, Maricopa, and Greenlee.

With the completion of the Southern Pacific Railroad
into Tucson on March 17, 1680, daily communication was at
last established with the outside world.

From this time on

mining machinery and supplies were shipped in and ore and
metals began to pour out.

Pima County was launched on the

road to its goal as one of the major metal producing counties
of the stat
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INTRODUCTION

This report is the result of a field and laboratory
study of the geology and ore deposits of the area in the
vicinity of the now abandoned Senator Morgan-mine.

The

Morgan Mine is located in the southern extension of the Pima
mining district which also includes the mines of the Twin
Buttes area.

Field work was conducted during the first semester and
early part of the second semester of the school year 19471948.

The remainder of the second semester was devoted to

the laboratory examination of thin sections and writing the
report.

Topographic mapping was accomplished in conjunction with
Fredrick _ouser who is submitting a similar study on the adjoining Contention Mine area.

Both areas are included in the

map submitted with this report.

Dr. P. S. Butler, head of

the Department of Geology at the University of Arizona,
supervised the work. of both parties.

r-The
,

region mapped lies just to the south ofitbe once

bustling mining camp ofl Twin Buttes.

It involves an area of

approximately four square miles, lying principally in
sections 1 and 2 of T18S, R12E.1 Figure 1 on the following
e-

page gives a more precise picture of the location and
dimensions of the area.
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Figure 1.

Location of the Twin Buttes Area

I The settlement of Twin T3uttes is connected by a dirt

and macadam road with the city of Tucson 25 miles to the
north./ About 2 miles to the north_ a branch road swings

east to connect with the Nogales highway at the little
settlement of Sahuarita, 12 miles away.

During the years when the camp was producing, a branch
line of the Southern Pacific Railroad T.Rn from Tucson to

Twin Buttes itself, but this has long since been abandoned
and removed.

The nearest railroad siding at present is that

at Sahuarita, where the Eagle Picher Mining and Smelting
Company operates a concentrator capable of handling 500 tons
of copper, lead, and zinc ore daily.

The town of Twin Buttes is now largely abandoned, only

a half dozen familibeing left of the once populous mining
camp.
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The Twin Buttes mining district and its neighbor 6 miles
to the north, the San Xavier district, lie In the eastern
foothills of the Sierrita Mountains whose serrated crests are
occasionally snow capped on a winter day.

To the east a

gently sloping pediment drops away to the broad, flat, and
rich alluvium-filled valley of the Santa Cruz.

The towering

back drop of the Santa Ritas completes a truly delightful
panorama.

V

CLIMATJ, FLORA

AND

The climate in the valley o.t the Santa Cruz River is

typically arid and supports a wide variety of desert florae

lhe high mountains surrounding this desert basin intercept a
majority of the irif equent rain clouds deprivinr the valley

of all but a few inches of rainfall.

How ever, abundant sub-

surface water reaches the valley from tho precipitation on the
mountain slopes, and where the so41 i

suitable a large variety

of agricultural products can be raised with the assistance of

irriatione
The average dIstributIon of rainfall for a 50 year period
ending December 31, 1947, is shown in the chart below.'
January__ * * * * * * ** *

*

* * .... *

0.90

0.96

*************

0.74

0.33

April -

0.18
0.27
2.24
2.34

September
OctoberNovember-

yor

December--

Average Yearly-- .

***

1.10
0.54

0.82
1.00
... .. ------- 11.50

'Station data for normal monthly precipitation,
U. S. Weather 9ureau Records. Tucson, Arizona, 1948.
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A wide range in temperatures, both daily and annual, is
characteristic of this arid climate.

Temperatures of 20 °F

ara not uncommon in winter while summer readings often
reach 110°F and occasionally 120°F.

In all fairness, however,

it must be added that winter weather, as a rule, is delightful, with cold brisk nights and warm sunny days.

Also, in

spite of the high summer temperatures, the aridity does

much to alleviate the discomfort of the intense heat.

Daily

temperature ranges vary from 35°F in summer to 50°F during
the winter months.

The average humidity for the ll year period ending
December 31, 1947, was 401%*
The climatic conditions of the Tucson area apply generally to the higher elevations of the foothills, though
temperatures are usually a few degrees lower.

There is no

water available in this area except at isolated cattle
tanks where it is pumped to the surface by windmills.

One

should never travel far into these hills without carrying
an adequate supply of water.

The vegetation of the foothills is typical of an arid
environment.

The common desert trees are the mesquite,

the ealo verde, ironwood, and catsclaw or acacia.. The

creosote bush, the desert saitbush, and the ocotillo are
the principal shrubs.

A wide variety of cacti include the

U. S. Weather "Rureau records.

Tucson, Arizona, 1948.
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saguaro, bisnaga or barrel cactus, cholla, and prickly
pear.

Several members of the lily family are native of this

region, the most-common of which is the yucca.

Several native plants are a source of food and water
during certain seasons of the year; it would be wise for
anyone who intends to spend much time wandering these in-

hospitable Mils and valleys to become acquainted with the
edible species.
It is difficult at- first for the newcomer to understand

how a land so apparently devoid of water and horbage could
possibly support any form of animal life except the indigenous rattlesnake, lizard, scorpion, and centipede.

However, an observant traveller will soon discover that wild
life is abundant and obviously quite prosperous.

Two types of deer habitually roam the foothills and
slopes of the Sierritas and are frequently observed in tha
heavier brush of the lower pediment.

The desert or Mexican

rnuledeer, often erroneously called blacktail, and the

diminutive whitetail provide excellent falltime hunting for
the sportsman.

The javeline, or wild pig, is the only

other so-called big-game animal found in this section.
The predatory coyote is much more abundant than the
rare glimpses of him indicate; and this is also true nf the
gray desert fox.

The occasional mountain lion reported in

the area is probably a transient rather than an inhabitant.
Two types nf jackrabbit, the California jack and the
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antelope jack, and their smaller cousin, the Arizona cottontail, complete the list of th

more conspicuous animals.

However, anyone who has spent a night on the-desert can affirm
that- tese animals are only a small part of the abundant
mammal life found here.

The small nocturnal creatures of primarily subterranean habits include a wide variety of rodents such as the
antelope ground squirrel, or chipmunk; the rock squirrel;
round-tailed ground squirrel, commonly miscalled "gopher";

pocket sophora; pocket mice; and several varieties of wood
rat.

More than 100 species of birds have been identified
and found to be native to this arid environment.

Two varieties

of quail, the Gambol quail and blue quail, and five species
of doves are found in more or less abundance.

The quail and

and the white-wing dove are excellent game birds.

The turkey

buzzard, the road runner, a dozen varieties of owl, and
several types of hawk make up the larger birds of the area.
A large number of smaller birds complete an extensive and
varied list.

The common reptiles consist of a varied lizard family
which includes the colorful and much maligned Gila monster,
the slander and swift collared lizard, and the formidable appearing but harmless horned toad; and several varieties of
snakes of which only two are poisonous.

The rattlesnake is

always dangerous, but t'ne smaller coral snake seldom finds a
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victim unless the person bitten has been extremely careless.
A third member of the reptile group, the desert tortoise,
is occasionally encountered on these waterless slopes.

Like

many of the other desert adapted creatures, the tortoise
depends upon the juicy vegetation, such as the cactus,
cactus fruit, and other succulents, to satisfy its moisture
requirements.

A compilation of interestinl facts pertaining to both
the vegetable and animal life of t'lls region is found In a

publication of the University of Arizona entitled "Arizona
and Its Heritage" and designated as General Bulletin No, 3,
1936.
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TOPOGRAPHY

The Pima district, of which Twin Buttes is the southern
extension, lies at the base of the eastern slope of the
Sterrita mountain system.

To the west of tha ranee lias the

Altar valley while the eastern pediment terminates In the
Santa Cruz valley.

The mountains are about 14 -miles long and

the breadth varies from less than 2 miles at the northern
end to roughly 5 miles in the central and southern parts.

The highest peaks stand nearly 30u0 feat above the upper
margin of the surrounding pediment and 6500 feet above sea
level.

The SierrItas lack the jagged crests and precipitous

slopes of their more spectacular neighbor to the north, the
Tucson

Mountains.

The area between the base of the Siorrita Mountains and
the Santa Cruz River to the east

s practically a continuous

slope along the entire length of the range.

The angle

of

Inclination is greatest near the foothills, but for the

middle and lower parts of the slope, from 80 to 100 feet per
mile is a common gradient.

This eastward sloping pediment is covered with a thin
layer of detritus which gradually increases in thickness in
the direction of the valley bottom.

Likewise, the detrital

material becomes increasingly fine and better sorted valleyward, grading from the unsorted 'ilixtura of boulders, s.ravel,

and silt on the higher slopes to the stratified sands, silts,
and clays of the valley floor.
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The plain, subsequently, has been trenched by shallow
arroyos which reveal the widespread underlying granite and
remnants of Paleozoic sediments.

Extensive faulting in the

sediments, plus the presence of less resistant beds, has been
the controlling factor in establishing the major topographic
expression.

The existing drainage confines itself almost exclusively
to fault zones and to easily eroded granite and shaly sediments.

It is apparent from the amount of erosion accomplished

that these streams are at times much more active than their
present dry channels seem to indicate.

It should be kept in

mind that the run-off from these bare rocky slopes is
characteristically rapid; an ordinarily dust dry stream channel
may contain within its high banks a ras:in, torrent in a matter

of minutes after a cloudburst in the mountains.

At such times

they may constitute a real danger to the unwary man or beast.

Drainage is toward the east into the north flowing Santa
Cruz which swings along the western margin of the Santa Cruz
valley.

The once perenially flowing Santa Cruz now carries

water only during the rare peroes of long hard rainfalls.
This change in condition has taken place within t72e memory

of the white man in the valley and, it should be added,
because of the presence of the white man in the valley.

The

domestic demand for water has so far outstripped the supply
that water is now obtainable only from deep wells.

At the

present time the city of Tucson is facin6 a serious ground
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water recharge problem.
Rising above the pediment surface are isolated remnants
of steeply dipping Paleozoic and Cretaceous (?) sediments.

These outcrops take the form of generally northwest trending
ridges whose crests seldom stand more than 150 to 200 feet
above the surrounding terrains

The tops of these ridges are

maintained by resistant limestones and quartzites, while the
low areas between consist in most pl aces of coarse-grained
deeply weathered granite.

Rapid disintegration of the hetero-

freneous granite is characteristic of an arid climate where

annual and daily temperature ranges are extreme.

Inversely,

the homo7eneous limestones and quartzites are little affected
by temperature changes.
effective agent

Rainfall is too slight to be an

'" solution for the limestone.

The topographic

expression is exactly the reverse of that common to more
humid climate.

VII

GENERAL GEOLOGY

The Sierrita Mountains, as described by Ransom
...consist essentially of an intrusive 3ranitic core flanked
by more or less metamorphosed rocks o. sedimentary and
eruptive origin. These flanking rocks are notably different
in character on the two sides of the range. On the east are
rather massive gray limestones, with quartzites, shales, and
altered andesitic volcanic rocks. These rocks are folded and
faulted, have been invaded by granite, and in places show
pronounced contact meta,sorphism.
On the west the rocks are
prevailing schistose, have been more closely compressed, and
have been affected by metamorphism of regional character in
contrast with the -sore intense but local contact action on
the east...."
(---

The sedimentary rocks nf this area ranfre In ae frnm
early Paleozoic to late "esozoic

(

).

These rncks,as stated

above,) have undergone intense folding., and faulting accompanied,

or closely Thllowed, by wtdespslad 7ran!te intrusi-.

At

Helmet 'Peak the age of these intrusives has been tentatively

established by Mayuga as post-Cretaceous.

e

The same relation-

ship exists at Morgan Hill where the Cretaceous (?) sediments
also dip steeply into the underlying granite.
Metamorpnism in this area has been intense.

The original

sediments have been so altered by silicification and marbleization that certain identification is difficult if not impossible

5

Hansome, F. L., Ore deposits of the Sierrit
U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 725, p. 409, 1921.

,oui ains:

M
rr.
i., The Tronlogy anel ore deposits of the ITelmet
Peak area, Pima county, Arizona: Ph.D. thesis, 1942.
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in some places.

Recrystallization and silicification of the

limestones have destreyed all but a few of the fossil remains
that may have been present, effectively removing the only
other possibility of determining the age relations.

Garnett-

zation is widespread, and large masses of limestone have been
altered to garnet rock.

The Escabrosa limestone appears to

leave bean particularly susceptible to this type of metamorpeism
as well as to marbleization.1
In spite of the difficulties expressed above,: the

following formations were identified with reasonable certainty:

the Cambrian Bolsa and Abrigo formations, the Devonian Martin
limestone, the Yiss ssippi - Escabrosa limestone, the
Pennsylvanian Naco formation, the Permian "Yfanzano beds" (?),

and the Cretaceous (?) quarteJtes, shales, and limestones.

)

There are several marked disconformities within both the
Paleozoic and vesozoic (?) sections.

In southern Arizona the

oldest formation of the Cembrian system is the upper'iddle
Cambrian Bolsa quartzite, which lies with angular unconformity
on the eroded surface of the pre-Cambrian Final schist or preCambrian granite.

The Final schist is not evident in the

Twin Buttes district so this relationship cannot be demonstrated; instead the Bolsa customarily exhibits an intrusive
contact with post-Cretaceous granite.

Disconformably overlying

the Bolsa is the Upper Cambrian Abrigo formation.

Millions of yearz of non-deposition mark the break
between tho lower Upper Cambrian Abrigo formation and the

19

Upper Devonian Martin limestone.

The Ordovician, Silurian

and Early and Middle Devonian times are entirely unrepresented.

A second disconformity separates the Martin from the overlying Escabrosa limestone.

The rower Mississippian 7scabrosa limestone Is disconformably overlain by the Pennsylvanian Naco formation,
though the dIsconformity is not apparent except on a faunal
basis or where a basal conglomerate is present in the Naco.
,
Ransome, in his report on the Bisbee 4uadrangle, 7 failed
to

recognize this disconformity.
Permian strata apparently are absent in the Twin Buttes
area in spite of the fact that Mayuqa 8 reports a considerable

thickness of "Manzano beds" and Snyder Hill limestone at
Helmet Peak, only 5 miles to the north.

Permian beds

probably were deposited at Twin Buttes as well, but have since
been removed by erosion or have been faulted out by the widespread thrusts which are common to thls sectlen.

T'els

supposition is further supported by the presence of a small
isolated outcrop of Permian strata, in the extreme southeastern corner of the area mapped.

7ere dark qray limestone

apparently underlain by red and green shales and marls is

folded into a tight anticline with resulting repetition of

7

Aansome, k. L., Geology and ore deposits ol the Bisbee
quadrangle, Arizona: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 21,
p. 45, 1904.
8

Mayuga, M. N., op. cit., pp. 23-27.
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bods.

Nothin

similar to this series of beds is found west

of the road to Continental.

The Cretaceous (?) strata of Morgan 'till lies above and
in contact with the Pennsylvanian Taco formation.

The absence

of a coarse con7lomerate characteristic of the basal

Cretaceous suggests that tis contact Is Ine of faulting
rather than of deposition.

It Is known that no Triassic 2r

Jurassic sediments were deposited in southeastern Arizona,
so whether or not the Permian is r presented here, there

was a long hiatus between the deposition of the last
Paleozoic strata and the beginning of tha Cretaceous.
No Tertiary deposits are exposed.

Any strata of this

age that may be present are covered by i,4uaternary alluvium.

VIII
SEDIMiNTARY ROCES
FALF07,0TO ROCKS

Tho kaloozoic formati3rw of southeasturn Arizona aere
o
first described by Ha...43011e- In his .4:-port on the lisbee

,?aadranzlo in 1904.

All or tho formati-al names adopted

by Ransom Nera taken from the

.

sbee ar.)a and are still In

good usagti, althourAh SO me of th.7) origtnal formations '-.ave

sinc e. bean sbdvidod by lattlr Investigatrs.
found in th a TwIn

utte

Ti .)

aroa are esse, tially

for-latIns

quivalnts

of those deserlbad by Ransome at P.Isbee.
!idd1e Cam b 'ten

Bolsa quartzite

The Folsa uartzlte takes its nana from Bolsa Canyon at
Risboe we:') outcrops of th,J rock are well exposed.

The word

bolea is Sr,ani ri for purse or pouch.

The 6olsa quartzite is readily identified thr,.,ufThout the

n Buttos araa.

ThJ color Is characteristic, lly a shade of

pink, but ran3es from a rusty brown to a palo pink that is

noa- white in p1ac030

Th

formatIon is incr asin't7ly

,rkosic upward and contains rusty-brown quartzites and dark
mottled shales near the top.

'Fresh surfaces aro commonly a

Ransome, P. T., -,eology irc o
deposits of the Insbee
quadrangle, Ariznna: U. S. leol. surve7 Prof. Paper 21,
168 pp., 1904.
-
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shade or two lighter thin the weat'eered rock.

Texture of the quartzite ts reletively coarse, showing
rounded to subangular grains of quartz and feldspar; however,

whøre metamorphism has been Intense, the rock is almost
aphanitic.

the quartz.

As a rule, the feldspar is highly subordinate to
The base of the formation in most plac

is

s

marked by a conelomer te, but in the Twin 'Buttes area no

evidence of it has been found.

Probably the true base is not

exposed In.. this area.

Bedding in the BoI3a is-characteristically thin, with
much smallesdale cross-beddln,, displayed throughout.

layers of slightly larger quartz grains are common.

Thin
Because

of its hard, brittle nature, the Poise quartzite is scattered
widely as angular blocks in float,
bed rock.

coaling the underlying

Outcrops are usually limIted in extent even though

superior resistance results in th-i5r frr1ng many of the hte;h
points of the area.

Bolsa slopes of rusty brown stand out In

sharp contrast to the drab limestones of the area.

The largest outcrop of Bolsa in the region makes up
most of the ridge which lies along the northern border of the
Twin Buttes area.

Five minor outcrops are arranged on a line

extending southeast and northwest throueh the Contention mine.
The lower contact of the Bolsa is with the Intrusive
post-Cretaceous granite w'eich obviates any attempt to determine
the thickness of the fOrmation.
700 feet of q'

it

The writer measured nearly

on the Poise r.dge to the north.

The upper !iddie Cbr Ian Pima sands one and Cochise
formation which occur In the Picacho de Calera Hills and the

Whetstone Mountains respectively, and lie above the Bolsa in

that order, have not been recgn1zed at Twin Buttes.

However,

it is possible that eithr-Jr one or both are present in

the

ser es of undifferentiated Cambrian strata lying between the
typical Bolsa quartzite and the

mistakable Abrigo formation.

These unco related thin-bedded and, in places, shaly limestones and marls were mappod with the Abrigo.

The complete

absence of fossils makes impossible any more precise determination o

age.

Undiffere, tiated Cambrian

Cambrian limestone

ales

and maris

On the central northeast slope of the Bolsa Ridge a
series of steeply dipping interbedded limestones, calcareous

shales, and marls, nearly 600 feet thick, lie with apparent
conformity on the 9olsa quartzlte.

Two thin beds of chert-

banded Abrigo limestone separated by 10 feet of shaly
limestone and marl lie above.

Two hundred fifty feet of

alluvium conceal the Cambrian

ection beyond this point.

A description of the section is as follows:
Cambrian Section A

Quaternary alluvium
Upper Cambrian Abrigo formation
1.

Limestone:

Feet

light blue-gray, coarse,

thin-bedded (2-b inches), chert7

24

Feet

banded, nard

and brittle;

.

resistant to weathering--9.

Limestone and marl:

4110 40.

4

gray, silty, shaly,

soft; light i7,ray to nearly white,

--

calcareous, soft---°2

tone:

like

*IW

WO.

3

7's,

Total

17

Undifferentiated Cambrian
1.

10

.

Shales and marls:

mottled bTue-F;ray,

fine, calcareous, soft, 11 ht-gray
to w'ntte, calcareous,

Limestone:

4

light-gray, fine-s ained

thin-bedded, soft, friable----------3.

Shales and marls:

4.

Limestone:

like No. 1-----

light-gray,

12

g ained,

thin-bedded, hard, smooth; narrow
calcite veins abundant--------------5.

Shales and marls:

6.

Lir:estoflo

ih1te,

.

like 1..

S-alls:

8.

Varls:

9.

Limestone:

MIRAWAWM*..

-

gray, soft- OWW*WW.WWWMW*.W.O . 41W ..
aray t

20

fine-c.rained, thin-

bedded, cha ty, hard
7.

4.1.67W

4

whtte- .

5

2

.. --------------

mottld pink and whlte, thin-

bedded; contains brown shaly bands,

hard; weathers white--

4

25

Feet
10.

Limestone:

light-gray, fine-grained,

silty, thin-bedded, soft, friable;
abundant calcite veins---- -11.

Limestone:

6

- -- --7

dark-gray, coarse; thin-

bedded with silty bands (1/8-3/4
inches); rusty

on weathered

surface

20

mottled a.ray--reon :oft

12.

Shales:

13.

Limestone:

mottled p ink arid white, fine-

grained, massive, hard, smoth; lighttan on weathered surfac
14.

Limestone:

. eV . wom ... ems ego eldi, amo

80

blue-black, fine-grain

massive, hare!, smewhat cherty,

weat,ers to dark-gray, rough, pitted
surface_-___-- --15.

Limestone:

..

light-gray, coarse

.

- 30

thin-

bedded, soft, friable; contains thin
beds of marl
16.

Limestone:

30

liwht-brown, rather coarse,

sand', thin-bedded, soft, friable;

weathers to rust- brown color
_7.

Shalos and marist

16.

Limestone:

like No

3- -

45

mottiod dark-gray and pink,

fine-grained,

thaly, hard; dark-gray

on weathered surfqce19.

6

Shales and marls:

like Th. 17

4

50

2f

Ptet

20.

estono:

mottled darV-7ray and

red, coarse, thin-bedded, hard;
weathers to rusty-brown,surface
with smooth regular pits anca

100

channels

50
22.

Lima

one;

mottled s

n, hard,

rough,
14,4,

,-7ray, coarse, thi

bedded, soft,

1t7; shows chart

Limost_-0:

nodules tn places; wo trs to rough
20

itted surface
24.

Limestone:

mottled gray-7reen,

Ine-

grained, massive, hard" brittle,
silIceous; weat
25.

Shales:

to a rusty-q:ray--

SO

black with greenish mottlincr,

and banding; f,ne

hard, brittle,

somewhat micaceous; hornfelslike-----

20

Middle Cambrian Bolsa quartzite
A iecond, and ziuch thinner Cambrian section, occurs on

the same side of the Bolsa Ridge and a short distance east
of Section A.

A series of what appear to be tear faults,

attendant upon thrusting from tho northeast, separate the
two sect Ions.

It seems probable that many of the less

competent shales and marls have been faulted out between the
more competent Abri go an (*1. Rolsa.

27

Cambrian Section R
Esca-rosfl limestone; Martin absent.

Lower mississippian.
Upper Cambrian.

Abrigo formation.

Feet
1.

light blue-gray, tbin-

Timestone:

bedded, chert-banded; typical

bri©

150

light-gray to white, soft---------

2.

Marl:

3.

Limestone:

like No. 1---------- -

- -

1

80

.111111MMINO11.4.0

2Z1

Tota1---

Undiríerentjatd (iambrian
1.

Limestolle:

black with mott1in,. of tuff-

colored silt; coarse, thin-bedded
hard; woathe red surface dark-gray,

pitted and channelled, showing silty
bands and nodules
4.

Limestone:

100

light-gray, coarse, silty,

thin-bedded, soft and friable;

shows dense, brown chert bands and

nodules; weathers to light-gray
rough pitted surface-------.

Limestone:

20

dark-gray, fine, silty, thin-

bedded, soft, fr able; weathers to a
¿ray-brown, smooth, regular surface

4.

Siltstone:

5.

Shale:

drab

12

gray, shaly

2

rusty black with greenish mottling,

hard, brittle, micc ous; hornfels-like
Total

iddle Cambrian Bolsa quartzite.

154
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Nearly GOO feet of dark-brown to black, hard, brittle,

hornfels-like shales similar to those described at the base
of the undifferentiated Cambrian are exposed a short distance
west of the Contention shaft.

Fore the Bolsa and the overlying

shales have apparently been thrust to the southwest onto the
Pennsylvanian Naco formation.

The stratigraphie position of these shaly sediments
above the Bolsa quartzite ts the only basis for mapping them
as Abrigo limestone.

Metamorphism has destroyed any fossils

that may have been present and has removed all traces of the
shaly bands characteristic of the Abrigo, unless the darkblue-green mottlir

and banding ba taken as evidence of their

aarlisr existence.

hare is no evidence of the thin-bedded limestones and
marls ahich lie above similar shales In the northern part
of the district.

Also the thickness represented here

much greater than that of the corresponding unit to the north.
For both the omission and thickening of beds, faulting is
probably responsible.
'F)

It has been suggested by Stoyanow

that these diverse

sediments may be the equivalent of the Cochise formation
which occurs in the Picacho de Calera Fills and the Santa
Catalina Mountains to tha north and. northeast, respectively.

The thickness observed is far in excess of the maximum of

10

Stoyanow, A.

personal communication.

311 feet measured by Stoyanow in the type locality, the
Whetstone Mountains.

Faulting, which has elsewhere resulted

in the thinning and deletion of beds, may have, in this case,
produced a thickening of the section.

However, if the 230

feet of exposed Abrigo is added to the nearly 600 feet of
Undifferentiated Cambrian, the total thickness compares
remarkably well with the slightly over 800 feet of Cembrian
limestone mapned by Jehnson In the Helvetia district. 11
Stratigraphicelly, and, te some eytent, lithologically,

there appears to be sere basis for correlating these undifferentiated sediments with the Cochise formation and also,
perhaps, with the Pima sandstone.

The main objections seem

to be (1) the relatively great thickness in comparison to
that et all other keown sections of the Cochise formation
in southeastern Arizona, and (2) the absence of the characteristic upper blue oolitic limestone member.

However,

neither of those objections is necessarily valid. in the light

of the widespread faulting in the area.

Until definite fossil evidence is obtained, strata that
are between the 7.olsa quartzite and the Abrio limestone must
continue to be desiemated as Undifferentiated Cambrian.
Upper Cambrian
Abrigo formation
The Abrigo formation is named for Abrigo Canyon, 3 miles
southwest of Bisbee.
11

The term is Spanish for shelter.

At

Johnson, V. H., The geology of the Helvetia mining district,
Arizona: Doctor's thesis, p. 20, 1941.
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Bisbee Ransoms de3cribes it as

thin-bedded, impuro, in

part shaly, in part aranaceous, very chorty dolomitic limastona...."12

Thera is very little typical Abrigo limestone in the Twin
Buttes area.

The only outcrop found lios at the foot of the

north slope of the Bolsa ridge in the vicinity of the town of
Twin Buttes.

Here the Abrigo consists of a light blue-F_tray,

rather coarse, thin-bedded limestone with narrow closely
spaced and persistent chart bands.

The chart bands are rusty

brown and stand above the softer limestone surface to create
a gnarled appearance.
gnarled effect.

Occasional chart nodules increase the

The chert layers average 1 to 2 Inches in

thickness and are spaced a slightly greater distance apart.

These chart layers probably were originally thin shale beds
that were laid down alternately with limestones.
since become metamorphosed.

They hava

The effect of this banding is

very striking; it is difficult to confuse the typical Abrigo
with any other formation.

The banding on fresh surfaces appears as dark reddishbrown layers In light gray limestone.

Broken faces are

extremely hard, aphanitic, and siliceous.

A careful examination of the Abrigo formation produced
no fossils; evidently intense metamorphism hss destroyed any
Upper Cambrian fossils that may have been present.
12

Mayuga

Ransorle, F. L., Some Paleozoic sections in Arizona and
their correlation: U. S. Geol. Survey, Prof. Paper 98-Y,
p. 25, 1916.
13

Mayuga, M. N., op. cit., p. 15.

13

7:1

reports a similar situation at Helmet Peak.

Elsewhere in

southern Arizona lEIREtplsipltálus texanus and Hesperaspis

butler' of early Upper Cambrian age have been identified
from this formation.

Upper Devonian
Martin limestone
The Martin limestone receives its name fro-, Mount Martin

on Escabrosa Ridge near Bisbee where Ransome describes it as
...dark-,-:ray, hard, compact limestones which are generally

well provided with fossils...."

14

In the type area, it lias

disconformably on the Upper Cambrian Abri7o limestone and is
conformably overlain by the Lower Mississippian Escabrosa
limestone.

The Martin limestone at Twin quttes has little in
common with that described by Rpnsome.

'etamorphism has

altered it to a light-gray or tan, coarse-grained, thIckbedded, soft, friable, calcareous rock.

Garnetization

accompanied by the development of chert bands and nodules is

relatively rare in comparison to that in the shaly members
of the section.

No well-defined, persistent contact between the Martin
and the Escabrosa has been found.

The white marbleized

limestone charactristic of the Escabrosa interfingers with
light gray Martin limestone and. isolated marbleized outcrops

14

Ransom e, F. L., Geology and ore deposits of' the Pisbee
quadrangle, Arizona: 7. T. 7eo1. Survey, Prof. Paper 21,
pp. 32-42, 1904.

'A 1,
t., 4.

occur in it.

In many places the contact between t'se two Is

gradational.

It, is very possible that much of that Witch has

been mapped as Pscabrosa ¶s in reality marbleized Martin.
Consequently, only an arbitrary contact could be placed.
The coarse-grained marble weathers to smooth, rounded,
low-lying outcrops while the less intensely altered limestone
stands 'nigher in the area and exhibits a rough, pitted and

fissured surface.
The abundant and varied i.ackberry shale fauna that

elsewhere is characteristic of the Martin formation is not
in evidence in the Twin Butte area.

A few isolated remnants

of a silicified Cladopora reef, which Is one of the outstanding features of the Martin limestone in the Santa Pita
Mountains to the east and the Santa Catalinas to the north
are present.

This coral reef usually occurs at, or near,

the top of the Martin snc l. attains a thickness of nearly 10

feet in places.

For mappiew purposes In the Twin Butte

district, it is considered to be the topmost member of the
Martin.

The most extensive outcrop of the ref is found on the
crest of a low ridge adjacent to and west of the Contention
shaft.

The resistant silicified bed appears to have been

instrumental in preserving the elevated surface.

Tho corals

have been insufficiently well-preserved to permit specific
identification; however, MaTuga, in his work at Helmet Peek,

was able to determine 21212E212 limitaris, an intermediate

form between Cladopora and Favosites.
as his authority.

15

He cites Rominger

Several other minor and probably displaced

remnants of the coral reef are found in the area.

The thick-bedded nature of the Martin plus widespread
recrystallization make strikes and dips extremely difficult
Faulting and an indeterminable

to determine with accuracy.

artin-Escabrosa contact precludes any possibility of an
artin limestone

accurate reasurement of the thickness of
represented in Vile area.

linwever, the maximum thickness

mapped, 275 feet, compares quite favorably with the 250 feet
of Martin estimated by eaywra at

ineral 111.16

The Martin limestone appears to be the only Devonian
represented in this part of Arizona.

Calcareous shales

characteristic of the lower part of the Ifiartin at Bisbee and

Tombstone have not been recogeized.

A Devonian formation

older than the Martin limestone is found in the Picacho de

Calera Hills 25 miles northwest of Tucson, and has been named
Picacho de Calera formation by Stoyanow.
to be absent at Twin Buttes.

17

It also appears

A formation younger than the

Martin occurs in Peppersauce Canyon on the north flank of
the Santa Catalina Mountains, 25 miles north of Tucson.

These beds which conforrably overlie the Nartin and have been
15

16
17

Yayucra, V. N:t op. cit., p. 17.
Ibid.

Stoyanow, A. A., Correlation of Arizona Paleozoic
formations: Geol. Soc. Am., null., vol. 47, p. 488, 1936.

correlated with the _-lbert fornation and the lower Ouray
18

limestone of Colorado are not known to occur at Twin Buttes.

Loner Mississippian
Escabrosa limestone
The Escabrosa Ridge at Bisbee is the type area of the
Escabrosa limestone where it crops out very prolline,_ ly.

The

name is Spanish for cliffy which seems particularly
appropriate in the Bisbee region whore this thick, massive,
white limestone towers above tie less resistant Martin.
The Escabrosa limestone of tie Twin Buttes district Is

a massive light-gray to white limestone with few dark-gray
ones where metamorphism apparently has been less Intense.
The dark-gray phase is definitely granular, and the degree
of coarseness appears to- have increased with Ilitamorphism

so that large calcite rhornbs are characteristic of the

nearly pure white marbleized variety.

In the latter occur-

rence calcite crystals 2 inches in diameter are common.

Ransom° characterized the Escabrosa as a pure, non-magnesian
limestone.

19

The marble is characteristically coarso-grained and
friable.

18
19

Ants of the vicinity spend endless hours collecting

Ibid., p. 469

Ransone, F. L., Geology and ore deposits of the 19tsbee
quadrangle, Arizona: TT. S. Geol. Survey, Prof. Paper 21,
p. 42-54, 1904.
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the loose calcite crystals and heaping them up in mounds.
Solution pits in the rock are usually filled with crystals,
the work of ants and rainwash.

Pecause of its e7treme softness, th.e metamorposed
Escabrosa at Twin Buttes, unlike that at Bisbee-, generally
forms gentle, smoothly rounded slopes which lie below the
mora resistant Naco formation.

Evidence of bedding has been

completely obliterated by recrystallization, so strike and
dip are obtained with difficulty and with questionable
accuracy.

Garnetiiation is common along fracture zones in the

Escabrosa, but is not as widespread nor on such a large scale
as in some of the other limestones.

Relatively rare, dar1-7ray zones appear isolated within
the white marble.

Why such areas of little alteration should

exist in the midst of large masses of highly metamorphnsed
limestone is not known.

Bedding is evident in the many narrow

veins of white calcite which project more or less persistently
along the strike.

In places these bands form swirls and

knots on the surface Indicating that even this apparently
normal phase did not entirely escape the disturbing effects
of folding and faulting.

Chart bands and nodules are present

but not common*

In the dark gray limestone the only recognizable fossil
remains have been found.

Large horn corals are present, but

metamorphism has been so severe that even generic identification Is not prssibIe.

The thickness of tho formation, -like that of the 'Partin

limestone, is indeterminable, although in some areas It
appears to be ennsicl.erable.

A maximum of 500 feet of

Escabrosa has been measured in both the northrn and southern
parts of the area, but it is doubtflal that this figure

represents the true thickness.

In every exposure thrust

contacts have replaced either one or both of the normal
sedimentary contacts.

The difficulty of distinguishing between

the Martin limestone and the Lscabrosa where both have undercrone metamorphism further complicates the problem.

The following thicknesses for the Escabrosa wore obtained
from Layu3ats report on the Helmet Peak area:

20

Bisbee

700 feet; Little Dragoons, 750 feet; Helvetia, 700 feet;
and the 7mpire ?fountains, 600 feet.

Lower Pennsylvanian
Naco limestone
Limestone of Pennsylvanian. age in the

sbee area out-

crops most prominently in the Naco Hills, near the little
town of naco, which stands astride of the International
boundary between Arizona and Sonora, Mexico.

It is from

this locality that the Naco limestone received its name.

The Naco limestone rests disconformably on the Lower
Mississippian Escabrosa throughout most of southeastern
Arizona.

No Upper Mississippian strata are known in this

Mayw;a L. N., op. cit., p. 20.
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region except in the Chiricahua Mountains.

Howev3r, apparent

conformity between the k;scabrosa and Naco at Bisbee kept

Ransoms from recognizing any break between these formations. 21
In addition, taie Naco limestone as described by him included
beds now known to be of Permian ase. Stoyanow 22 restricts

Naco limestone to those strata which carry a Pennsylvanian
fauna.

There is no evidence of a Fennsylvanian-Perm an contact
in the Twin Puttes area.

Where the Taco does have an upper

contact, It ts apparently one of structural dtsconformity
with the overlying Cretaceous (?) quartzites.

The presence

of an isolRted outcrop of Permian in the area further suggests that the Pennsylvantan-Cretaceous (?) dtsconformity
Is one of faulting rather than deposition.
In the vicinity of the Morgan Mine thc: Naco limestone,

like nearly all the other sediments of the region, is
scarcely recognizable from its description in the type
locality.

Metamorphism has so thoroughly altered color,

texture, and structure of the limestone that stratigraphie

location is the only reliable method of determining its age.

Naco limestone in this area, once identified, is not
readily mistaken for anything else.

Although the character stic

21

Ransome, F. L., Geology and ore deposits of the Tlisbee

quadrangle, Artzna: 7 S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 21,

p. 45, 1904.
22

Stoyanows A. A., op. cit., p. 523.
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thin, shaly layers are not present or are masked by metamorphism, the' definite mottling that has been imparted to this

fine-grained, hard, brittle, siliceous limestone Is very
striking.

The general effect of the weathered surface is a

smoothly pitted, rusty-brown crust partly covering a blues..roan limestone base.

In tho more shaly parts of the Naco,

rsottling is light gray and blue green, but the characteristic
color

unmistakable.

It is on fresh surfaces that the mottling is
most striking.

robably

The shaly constituents have imparted blotches

of tan or reddish brown to the deep blue-green background.

A uniform dark blue green to gray green is still more common.
Thin-bedding, extreme hardness and brittleness,
aphanitic texture with characteristic conchoidal fracture,

combine with the striking color to distinguish the Naco
limestone from any other formation in the area.
Due to it

resistance, the siliceous Naco limestone forms

the crests of many ridges in the district and its angular

float bestows a rusty-brown color to the slopes for some
distance below the outcrop.

Exposures vary considerably in

thickness, but probably at no place include the full' thickness of the Naco.

T.Is conclusion is based on evidence of

widespread faulting within the formation.

The characteristic

"basal" conglomerate is entirely absent in the s-mithern part
of the area except ff7yr a small outcrop east of the Morgan

shafts a structural disconformity exists between the Naco
and rocks above,.

39

The conglomerate near the base of ths Naco formEltion,

in reality, lies about 40 feet above the lithologie boundary
of the Escabrosa and Naco.

It crops out nn both sides of the

old railroad cut on the east.end of the long, low ridge extending eastward from the Morgan Mine, and consists

of

subangular

to rounded quartzite and Naco limestone pebbl s ranging from
10 mm. to 150 mm. in diameter.

A much finer conlomerate,

descriptively termed "black-and-white", occupies a similar
stratigraphie position In the Naco on the south slope of
Queen Hill.

It appears again in the Naco of Foy 7ill to

north.

the greatest thickness of Naco limestone in the Twin
Puttes area liss at the base and extends part way up the
north slope of Morgan 7111.

About 400 feet of shale and

limestone were measured here as compared with 900 feet
estimated by Mayuga nt Helmet
Peak. 23
m
No fossils were found in the Naco, althoug,h Strom

have been reported from the base of tho Naco on the south
slope of queen Hill.

Permian

Undifferentiated shales, limestones, and marls.

A series of sedimentary rocks outcroppinp: in the sotheast corner of the mapped ara forms an inconspicuous north.-

23

Mayua, M.

N.,

op. cit., p. 20.
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west trending ridge completely Isolated by alluvium.

Dips

and repetition of beds indicate a tiqht anticline subsequently
breached by erosion.

If this intrpretation Is correct, the

lower members of the series consist of red and green shales
alternating with white marls and shaly limestones.

Above

these softer beds lie rather massive liL;ht to dark-gray
limestones.

Allowin

for the difficulty of determining just where a

complete series begins the section through the south limb
of the anticline is as follows:
Quaternary alluvium.
Permian.

(Undifforentiated)

Feet
1.

Limestone:

dark-gray; fine-grained,

rather thick-bedded, hard;
contains many small chirt nodules
and narrow calcite veins; abundant

unrecognizable silicified fossil
remains; weathers to a rough
pitted and fissured surface
2.

Limestone:

70

light-gray, fine-grained,

thick-bedded, hard; contains

reat

profusion of tiny silica nodules,
in many places concentrated in beds;
beds and pockets of Arc_ eocida
spines
3.

Limestone:

40
dusty 11711

gray, fine-

7rained, thin-bedded, hard; contains

41

Feet

many narrow calcite veins; cherty
in places; weathers to give a rough

pitted and fissured surface with

small, rouh, protruding chart
nodules
4.

.

Shales and marls:

.....

red, green, gray,

soft; white, soft
5.

Limestone:

30

..

light-tan, fine, shaly,

brittle

25

6.

Concealed, probably shale

7.

Limestone and shales:

15

rusty-brown,

thin-bedded, soft; brown, soft
8.

Shales:

9.

Limestone:

160

soft, rusty-brown
reddish-brown, fine

75

15

rained,

thin-bedded, hard, and brittle;

fragnental and shaly in parts;

weathers smooth
10.

Limestone:

11.

Shales:

rus ty-brown, shaly

soft, red and green----

35
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15

Apparent repetition of beds.

A comparison with the description of the Permian section
in the Whetstone Vountains by Stoyanow 24 suggests that these

beds may be a part of the Lower Permian "Yanzano beds", locally

24

Stoyanow, A. A., Correlation of Arizona Paleozoic
formations: Geol. Soc. Am., bull., vol. 47, p. 530, 1936.
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known as "Manzano B , as defined by him.

The presence of

limestones containing abundant Archaeocidaris spines and

what appear to be remains of unidentifiable silicified
fossils further point to Permian age.

Except for the absence

of quartzites and gypsum, the sequence is comparable to that
described by I ayta at Helmet Peak.

25

The term " 'anzano Beds" is applied by Stoyanow to that

part of the Permian system in Arizona, which lies below
the Snyder Hill limestone and contains fauna s imilur to that

occurrin6 in the Manzano group of the Permian in New Mexico.

The precise age of these beds of varieated shales,
marls, and dark colored limestones must be open to question
until further investigation uncovers more definite proof.

MESOZOIC SERA

Cretaceous

( ?)

Strata of Cretaceous (?) age occur only In the extreme
southern end of the Twin Butte di.gtrict.

riere a considerable

t sickness of continental deposits cons stin7 of alterratinrT,

quartzites, sales, and thin-bedded limestones overlies
thick, coarse, poorly sorted basal conglomerate.

a

By far the

greater part of Morgan Hill consists of Cretaceous (?)
sediments which lie disconiormably on the Naco limestone of
Lower Pennsylvanian a e .

25

Beds dip steeply into the post-

Mayuga, M. N., op. cit., p. 23-25.
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cretaceous granite to the south.
To the east of Morgan Hill shales arid que*rtzites with

a few thin bads of limestone ara exposed southward for
several thousand feat beyond where they are berried by

At the bottom of this nearly complate section the

alluvium.

basal conglomerate is found.
Relatively few outcrops of Cretaceous (?) strata are
found on the !!organ ridge,

An abundance of angular fragments

forming float aro scattered from crest to base, effectively
concealing all but a few good exposures.

The ro cl. consists

essentially of lght-gray to rusty-brown quartzites that are
fine-gralned to aphanitic in texture and show fine stratification, including, in places, small scale cross-bedding.
Outcrops weather to a rough, rounded, eranite -like surface.

Epidotization is common, the degree varying from thin films
on the surface and in joints to an epidote content which
makes up a large percentage of the rock.

Thin shale beds

are interbedded with the quartzites.

On fresh surfaces colors vary from shades ef lIghttan through blue gray to reddish brown and pale

e,ray an

green.

Mottling is common.

Tho fresh surface is charac-

teristIcally shiny and vitreous and exhibits a conchodal
fracture.

Dark fracture face

of unrecrystallized quartz

grains are scattered over the surface.
In the

or

extnnsTvn section to thn east exposures

are more plentiful at both te bottom and the top of the
series although Intermediate beds are obscured by float.
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The lower part of the section appears a

f01 10w8:

Obscured
Lower part of Cretaceous (?) section
Feet
1.

liartzite:

light-gray to tan, fin.

rained

Indeterminable

2.

Limestone:

3.

Conglomerate:

coarse; grades upward

into fine quartzites above--- -- --4.

Limestone:

5.

..luartzite:

5.

!Male:

7.

Quartzite:

tan---

8.

Limestone:

gray-green, fine-graine(is

gray-brown, fine-grained

soft, gray, calcareous-- --- -

thin-bedded, shaly, hard
Limestone:

30
15
4

150

8

alternating beds; light-tan

to brown, soft, sbaly--------------10.

60

mottled gray-7reen, thin-

bedded, shaly, hard

o.

1/2

black, brittle, shaly

Conglomerate:

40

coarse, poorly sorted,

at the base; consists of pebbles

and boulders raning from 5 mm. to
125 mn. in diametL3r; finer pebble

conglomerate above grading upward

into coarse-rained and fine-grained
quartzites

Quaternary alluvium

400
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Approximately 2500 feet south of the base of the

Cretaceous (?) section a fine black and white pebble conlomerate is overlain by a 4-foot bed of edgewise, limestone
conglomerate and approximately 70 feet of coarse arkose.
Alluvium conceals all outcrops beyond this point.
The Cretaceous section i..n the Empire Mountains near

Hilitano Mino, as described by W. H. Brown,

26

appears to

correspond litholoically with that found in the Twin Buttes
district.

At neither location is the complete thickness

exposed, but in both places it is known to be great, perhaps
10,000 to 15,000 feet.

J. F. Feth describes Cretaceous (?) deposits in the
Northern Canelo Pills as aonsistir)g of a coarse basal con-

glomerate overlain by sandstones, quartzites, and shales with
thin limestones interbedded.
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The secton to which he has
.

given the name Canelo Red Beds measures 1360 feet.

The

lithologie similarity to to Twin Buttes Cretaceous (?) is
apparent.

Andesitic 1lo4s and tuffs placed by W. H. Brown at the
base or the Cretaceous strata in the Tucson Mountains and
reeo:ni ed by Mayuga as also being present at Helmet Pea
e either entirely absent or unexposed in the Twin Buttes

26

Brown, ±;. TT-, Tucson Mountains, an Arizona basin ran7e
type: Geol. Soc. Am., Bull., vol. 50, pp. 716-718, 1939.

27

Feth, J. -., Geology of the Northern Canelo 7ills,
Santa Cruz county, Arizona: Ph.D. thesis,. p. 40.
28

Mayuga, M. N., op. cit., p. 27.
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area.

Above these volcanics both Brown and Vayurra describe

p7reat thicknesses of conglomerates, quartzites, arkoses shales,
and thin limestone beds.

These deposits were subdivided by

,rswn into a lower series called Recreational Red Beds and

an upper series termed the Amoln Arkose.

29

A study of the

detailed sections of these two formations leads the writer
to believe that the upper part of the Recreational Red Beds
and a part or all of the Amole Arkose are represented in the
Twin Buttes area.

No fossils have been found, however, so

precise correlation is impossible at present.

Brown reports

finding a mactra and a gastropod fauna in the Amole Arkose.

CENOZOIC ..ROCFS

ann-LEmalILEIE!
The mountain slopes and valley floors of arid southeastern Arisnna are characteristically covered by alluvial
deposits ranging from thinly spread, poorly sorted, generally
coarse detritus of the upper bajada slopes to fine sands and
silts of the intermontane valley botto.,s.

The low areas of the TwinButtes re-7,on are almost
entirely covered by detrital accumulations washed out of the
Sierrita Mountains to. the west.

The alluvium is commonly

thin in the foothills, but thickens rapidly in the direction
of the Santa Cruz valley to the east.

These recent deposits

have been cut by shallow washes and arroyos which reveal the

29

6 own,

op. cit., p. 716-718.
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underlying Paleozoic sediments and intrusive granite.

The

sorting 13 poor and the arroyo walls reveal rudely stratified
deposits ranging from boulders several Inches in diameter to
fine sands and silts.

Broad stream_ beds are characteristically

made up of fine gravels and sands.

Alluvium in many places Is cemented by callche to form
a fairly resistant caliche cenglorerate.

This caliche is

nearly pure calcium carbonate vihIch -as been precipitated

fror a calcium bicarbonate solution by evaporation of water
and escape of carbon dioxide.

The bicarbonate solution was

obtained from leaching of the Pgleozoic limestones by carbon
dioxide charged rain water.

The calcium carbonate is a

natural cement and acts as a binder between the fragments
of elastic material.

Such con6lomeratic beds are usually

thin, varying from a few inches to a foot or two.

Seldom

are they of any considerable extent araally.

The alluvial deposits consist of an aggregate of all
the rocks of the region:

Paleozoic and Mesozoic (?) lime-

stones and quartzites, post-Cretaceous Intrusives, and
fragments of the crystalline granite wl-lIch makes up the

core of the Sierritas.

Ix

IGNEOUS ROCKS
Post -Cre taceous granite

f-The entire Twin Buttes district is apparently underlain
--

by a post-Cretaceous granite stock. HN. similar intrusive was

found at Foy Hill, and Mayuga reports a granite of like age
in the Helmet Peak area.

Post-Crotaceous intrusion is

indicated by the fact that the Cretaceous (?) sediments on
the south flank of Norgan Fill dip steeply into the underlying granite.

Under and climatic conditions coarsely crystalline
rocks which consist of a variety of minerals are much more

vulnerable to the forces of weathering than are the more
homogeneous limestones and quartzites.

In consequence the

low areas of the region are characteristically underlain by
the granite.

The granite crops out most prominently in the

western part o1 the area while alluvial deposits largely
conceal it east of the Contention mine.

South and west of

Morgan Hill outcrops are predominantly post-Cretaceous
granite and. later intrusives.

This so-called granite, wch is perhaps more specifically
1

-

a quartz monzoniteftis a rusty-gray, soft, friable rock which
has been cut by numerous rusty quartz veins and later intrusives.

In the hand specimen the minerals appear to be

essentially coarse crystals of quartz and orthoclase feldspar with a little biotite and an occasional crystal of
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pyrite and magnetite.

It has the appearance of a coarse-

grained granite.

Microscopic examination reveals that the rock contains
the following minerals:
Per Cent

Size

"luartz

4O

0.05 to 2 mm.

Orthoclase

351r,

0.4 to 2 mm.

Oligoclase

20i

0.2 to 1.5 mm.

Biotite
Pyrite

Yagnetite

In accordance with Grout's classification, the rock is
transitional between a granite and a quartz monzonite.
Granite

A coarse-crained granite dike of indeterminable, though
considerable, dimensions cuts the post-Cretaceous franite
east of the Contention mine.

It is a bard, rather resistant,

pinkish tan rock which weathers to a rough pitted surface.
Fresh surfaces are pinkish gray from the abundant orthoclase
and quartz.

This intrusive granite Is rather widespread

throughout the area.

Microscopic examination reveals the following minerals:
Per Cent

Size

Orthoclase

eof,

0.5 to 2 mm.

quartz

4,

0.05 to 0.5 mm.

Biotite

-

Magnetite

-

1'1,

average 0.05 mm.

ri,

avirag5 0.05 mm.
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) Alteration of the orthoclase has resulted in wide-

spread kaolinization and some sericitization.

lAplite

This rococcurs as a medium gray, fine-grained dike
in the granita east of the Contention mine.

A hand lens

reveals equigranular feldspars and quartz with a few
scattered grains of biotite or some other dark colored
mineral.

A thin section shows the following minerals:
Per Cent

Size

Quartz

701.

0.1 to 0.4 mm.

Orthoclase

20%

0.5 to 1 mm.

OliFoclase

10%

0.05 to 0.5 mm.

Muscovite

-

Biotite

-

1%

0.1 to 0.4 mm.

quartz andesite

IA dark gray to nearly black, fine-grained rock containing abundant gray feldspars, some quartz, and considerable

ferro-magnesian minerals forms an intrusive contact with the
granite in both banks of the large wash west of the Bolsa

ride.

The dike forms one "all of the arroyo for nearly

700 feet.

In the hand specimen it has the characteristics

of an andesitei ,

In a thin section the rock is found to consist of:

Per Cent

0.1 to 1.5 mm.

Andesine

Hornblende

30%

0.05 to 0.5 mm.

,ivartz

10J

(.05 to 0.5 mm.

biotite

Magnetite
ii

Size

0.05 to 0.2 mm.
1%

-

The nornblende has been altered to biotite to some

extent.mkndesine shows extensive kaolinization.
.

.

.

'

.

. _

Rivolite

isolated outcrop of' granite east of Morgan Hill has

been intruded by a light colored dike which appears to be
rhyolitic in composition.

Phenocrysts of pink orthoclase

and quartz are contained in a rathr dark gray groundmass.
Flakes of hiotite and an occasional pyrite cube are visible.!

Microscopic eyamination reveals that the grnundmass
,

which makes up approximately

of the rocks is essentially

fine interlocking crystals of orthoclase and quartz contain-

ing larr crystals of;
Par Cant
Orthoclase

201,

4uartz

0.25 to 0.5 mm.
0.2 to 0.6 mm.

-

("alorite

Size

1%

0.1 to 0.5 mm.

10

Kaolinization obscures much of the feldspar.
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X
M7TAYORPTTIC ROCKS

There are four general types of metamorphism exhibited
in the Twin Buttes area:

(1) marbleization which Is wide-

spread and occurs to a greater or less degree in practically
all the limestones in the district, (2) garnetization which
is perhaps equally widespread but more cenfined to regions
of faulting and fracturing, (3) epidotization which is confined almost exclusively to the Cretaceous (?) quartzites of

Morgan Hill, and (4) silicification characteristic of all
the sandstones in the rerion and, to varying degrees, of
the

limestones.

Marble

Marbleization is most pronounced in the Escabrosa
limestone where the intense pressure and 'heat of folding and
granitic intrusion have brought about almost complete recrystallization.

The resulting. nearly pure wtte, extremely

coarse-grained, massive, soft, and friable marble is very
striking.

In places the Martin limestone appears to have

been equally highly marbleized, and is distinguished. with
difficulty from the Escabrosa.

Marbleization in various

stages is apparent throughout the entire limestone sequence.
The lack of minerals other than calcite in the marble
testifies t() the purity of the original limestone.
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Garnet

Extensive fracturing and fissuring in the Paleozoic
sediments of the Twin calttes area, produced by widespread

faulting, intense fo1din7 and Tgnenus

have

provided many channels of easy access for the mineralizing
fluids w'rl_ch subsequently penetrated them.

The Tairface

evidence of this fracturing and of the succeeding mineralization are the numerous resistant belts of garnetized limestone
Which parallel the faults that localized them.
As in the case of' marbleization, some of the limestones

appear to be more susceptible to

itrinatization than others.

This seems particularly true of the Escabrosa and Naco limestones.

On the other hand, these are far more abundant in the

area than are any other limestones, so the difference in
rnetization may be more apparent than real.

In the process of garnetization of limestones the heat
of the solutions rich in silica drove off the CO2, and the
carlannates were converted to silicates.

To form the andradite

type of garnet found in the limestones of the area iron
must have been present either as an .impurity in the lime-

stone or as a constituent of the invading solutions.

The

latter source of the iron seems to be ialicated for three
reasons:

(

the garnet occurs abundantly in what was ori-

6inally a pure limestone, (2) garnatization is adjacent to
channels in fracture zones, and (3) other iron minerals are
associated with the garnet in the contact zone.
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Garnotization in the Twin 3uttes area characteristically
produces a rusty-brown, coarse-grained, extremely hard rock,
which weathers to a rough, pitted surface.
Epidoto

The epidote which occurs In the Cretaceous (?) quartzit3s is characteristically a product of alteration of other
minerals.

In this case alteration has been due to the

subjection of mixed sedtmentery beds containing calcareous
matter, with sand, clay, and limonite to intense contact
metamorphism.

A yellowish green, finely crystalline, hard,

brittle, vitreous mineral results.

The process requires the

subjection of rocks containing calcium, alumina, silica, and
iron to Intense heat and action of solutions.
quartzite

The Cambrian and Cretaceous (?) quartzites are both
the end product of metamorphic processes.

Heat and pressure

have altered the original sandstones to a pink and white,
fine-grained to aphanitic, dense, 'os.rd, brittle rock which

breaks with a conchoidal fracture.

Not only has the original

calcareous cement been replaced by silica, but even

an

of

the quartz pebbles have undergone recrystallization.

Minor contact Metamorphic minerals
The minerals of the coatact metamorphic zone are commonly
tremolite, hedenber-ite, diopside, and chlorite.

The first

three are common products of alteration of crystalline
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limestone in which the carbonate radical has been replaced
by silica and magnesium and iron added.

The magnesium and

iron may be supplied by impure limestones or by the mineralizing solutions themselves.

Chlorite is a common alteration

product of any one or all three of the other silicates.
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XI

STRUCTURE

Little is known of the structural history of the Sierrita
Mountains previous to the post-Cretaceous :,:ranitic intrusion.

The large igneous mass which now underlies and surrounds most
of the older sediments of the region has almost completely
obliterated anv earlier structural evidence.

The work of

Brown in the Tucson Mountains, however, reveals a sequence of
geologic events w'yich could apply equally well to the
Sierrita T;!ountains.3°

71rown found thasthe Paleozoic and mesozoic sedimentary

rocks had undergone intense folding and thrust faulting by
the end. of the Cretaceous and that eroson had reduced their

surface to a near peneplane.

In Trtiary time--probably Late

according, to plant remains--volcanic activity poured out great

flows of lava which came to rest with marked angular unconformity on the sedimentary series below.

The Tertiary

extrusives were subsequently block faulted and tilted to the
east at angles ranging from 10 to 20 degrees.

Younger

basaltic rocks are found in a few limited areas to be lying
almost horizontally on the tilted volcanic blocks.

Whether a similar relationship between sediments and
volcanics ever existed in the Twin Buttes region is not known,

30

Prnwn, -I. ., op. cit., p. 748.
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but there is no reason to doubt that the Paleozoic and
resozoic rocks here were sublected to the saim; orogenic and

erosional forces which were so effectively at work only a
few miles to the north.
Generally speaking, the structure of the Twin T3uttes

district appears to bo essentially that of a breached anticline.

The original anticlinal fold was probably due

primarily to compressive stress from the northeast and,
perhaps, in part to the upward pressure exerted by tho
magmatic body from below.

At the present time only i-s,.ants

of the northeast and southwest limbs remain, each co -slstely

surrounded and probably underlain by the granite.
The strikes of the limbs exhibit a remarkable parallelism, and in each the average is very c1o3e to N 45°W.

7o-

where do the strikes of the beds vary greatly from this
average, except where dragging has resulted from faulting.

Dips of the beds are universally steep; there is evidence of
overturning of some beds in the northeastern limb.

No

evidence of plunging could be obtained.
There are two major fault systems:

(1) a series of

strike faults which parallel the beds and trend generally
northwest 4s..O.

siortheast.

(2) a series of transverse faults which strike

One minor oblique fault was mapped and several

others were postulated.

The writer was able to find little

positive evidence of thrust faultins:, although it very

probably was quite prevalent, and the relationships of many
of the formations strongly surTgest It.

r

Throughout the area it is apparent that (the strike

faults, as a rule, preceded the dip faults and arc probably
pre-granito.

Very possibly some transverse faulting

accompanied t'ie development of the strike faults, but few

if any appear to bake been mineralized, while the strike
fault zones are commonly garnetlzed.

Transverse faults customarily manifest themselves as
saddles in the ridges.

Strike faults are less readily

detected except where thinning of beds is pronounced or
where formations are missing.

Undoubtedly,

faults are concealed beneath the all'

any strike

u. of the generally

southeast trending stream beds.
For greater

- in discussin7 the more detailed

structure of the area, it s e 7S advisable to designate three
general subdivisions:

(I) the nolsa ridge in the north-

eastern sectien, (2) Morgan Tfl11 to the southwest, and (3)

the isolated outcrop of Permian strata in the extreme
eastern part of the dIstrict.
Bolsa ridge

The most prominent structural features of the Bolsa
ridge are the pronounced transverse and strike faults which
have off

t some beds and completely cut out others.

Evidently, the

arliet displacement in the area was in the

form of hi6h anzle raulting or the northeasterly dipping beds
which resulted. in the cutting out of all but a narrow remnant

of the Devonian Martin between the Abrigo and Escabrosa.

Identftc&tIo

of the Martin limestone was made possible by

the presence of the Cladopora reef at, or near, its top.

Houser mapped two relatively minor outcrops of Martin which
are obviously displaced i

the section.

'Last of the mid-ridge

transverse fault Lower Mississippian LAcabrosa is in fault
contact with Upper Cambrian Abrigo.

North of the Minnie mine

Pennsylvanian Naco has been faulted up against the Abrigo,
cutting out both Martin and Escabrosa limestones.

High angle

thrust or reverse faulting which accompanied the intense
folding seems to be the most logical explanation of this
widespread omission of beds.
Subsequent strong transverse faults along which there

has been both vortical and horizontal movement have resulted
in extensive offsetting of beds.

The most pronounced fault

of this type is one wbich bisects the ridge very nearly at
its linear center.

The entire southeastern half of the limb

has moved nearly 400 feet to the southwest.

No evidence of

thrust faulting, such as a basal breccia, or dragging of bads
in the case of tear faulting were observed.
of thrust or tear fault in

In the absence

the same result could have been

achieved by hil!h anzle normal faulting in which. the south-

west sido moved down.

Three complementary transverse faults parallel to, and a
short distance northwest

the fault described above permit

a total displacement of about 500 feet.

9olsa, Abrigo, artin,

and Escabrosa formatinns have all been overturned and moved
to the southwest.

DragWng of beds at both ends of the fault

block provide evidence of horizontal movement between bounding tear fault surfaces.

The western-most fault in the area exhibits Indieputable
evidence of considerable horizontal movement along its surface.
This fault forms the western boundary of a second fault block
and here involves the Naco limestone.

Beds on opposite sides

)f the fault have been dragged sharply around indicating
chat the Bolsa, Abrigo, and Naco on the east have moved
southwestward in relation to tha Bolsa on the west.

The

Irregular contact between the Bolsa and granite eliminates
any possibility of determining whether It was involved in the
faulting.

Three nearly parallel transverse faults involve fne
Naco and Escabrosa on the Queen 7111.

7igh angle normal

faulting appears tA have been the dominant process which

moved p.ts of the Naco down Into the underlying Escabrosa.
Morgan Hill

The structure of Morgan Hill appears to fit into the

same general pattern as that of the Bolsa ridge to the northeast.

Both strike and transverse faulting have been active

with results comparable to those described above; omission
and offsetting of beds are prevalent.

The most persistent example of omission of beds is the
faulting out of the base of the Cretaceous (?) with the
resultine: absence of the basal conejomerate.

On the north

slope of Morqan Iill the 'Taco limestnnl has t7-)f) appearance
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of grading upward into the fine-grained Cretaceous (?) quartzites.

ThIs relationship is apparently true along the entire

length of the ridge.

The almost complete absence of the basal conglomerate
in the Naco, except for small remnant north of the new
Morgan shaft, indicates strike faulting between it and the
underlying Escabrosa.

The prese:Ice of several areas of

garnatized rock within the Naco limestone, the strikes of
which closely parallel the strike of the beds, strongly
suggests additional strike faulting within the Naco formation
itself.

gineralized solutions derived from the main

intrusive mass worked their way into the sediments along
these ear1 ir fault zones.
..

Thinnim7 of the 7olsa quartzite and the Abrigo limestone
is extreme in places.

This is especially true along the

strike fault trending N400W through the Contention workings.
Here a thin line_ of Bolsa and Abrigo remnants lie in direct

contact wth the Escabrosa.

The Martin limestone is absent

except for a single narrow sliver of the silicified Cladopora
reef lying between equally thin representatives of the Abrigo
and Escabrosa.

Mineralization of the limestone with garnetiza-

tion at the surface followed the faulting.

The attitude of the fault planes, where dips could be
determined, appears to indicate hi7h angle revorse faulting.
The dips measured are consietently to the south and southwest and range from 45* to 65°.
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Transverse faults striking generally northast are
numerous and most show evidence of vertical displacement at
steep angle.

South of the old Morgan shaft, and between

it and t'is now shaft, a long transverse fault has permitted

the Naco limestone and the Cretaceous (?) quartzlta to the
west to move some distance to the southwest.

Draging of

the beds in the vicintty of the fault indicate the direction
of movement.

A second example of transverse faulting is the movement
along the major northeast fault west of the Contention mine
which carried the Bolsa and Abrigo southwestward until the
latter rested against the Devonian Martin.

The time rela-

tionship of the two fault systems is clearly displayed here
in the displacement of the older strike faults and the

mineralized limestones widen parallel them by the more
recent transverse fault.

A relationship of formations difficult to explain,
except by nigh angle thrust, or reverse, faulting, is the

presence west of the Contention mine of Martin limestone
between the Escabrosa and Naco limestones.

This supposition

is supported by the fact that the strike fault which cuts
through the Contention workin7s dips at an ancio of 60c-70°
to the southwest.

The Cretaceous (?) strata dip steeply into the granite
on the southwest slope of Morgan Fill and finger out into
the encroaching granite to the west.

It is believed that
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the intrusive completely surrounds and underlies the
Paleozoic and Mesozoic sediments of Morgan Hill.
Permian beds

Sediments copisting of shales, limestones, and marls,
of Permian age, form a low inconspicuous outcrop in the
extreme eastern part of the area.

The beds appear to have

been folded into a tiptht asymmetrical anticline, the axial

plane of which is inclined approTimately 25° to the northeast.

The dip of the beds range from 75° to the northeast

on the northeast limb to 40° southwest on the southwest limb.
At the center the dip approaches the vortical.

The strike

of the limbs is N50°W, no eviden(e of plunging was observed.
A major transverse fault bisects the structure about midway
of its length.

Movement along the fault appears to have been

essentially of a dip slip nature with the southeastern wall
moving up.

The Permian beds are completely surrounded by alluvium,
so it is impossible to determine their relationship to the
other formations of th

Twin Buttes area.

were observed west of this outcrop.

No Permian rocks

Isolation appears to

be due to faulting as well as to alluvial deposits.

Until

further investigation proves otherwise, the presence of these
Permian strata in the Twin Buttes dIstrict will be attributed
to overthrustIng from the north or nortth . east, Involving a

maximum displacement of 3-1/2 to 4 miles but probably much
less.

The Intrusion f:,f tY:e pest-Cretaceous eTanIte Is thought

to have had little esturbing effect upon the overlying
sediments.

Evideneeoseems tn indicate ttat the magma entered

more or less qu,_etly along weakened zones of voiding and

faulting, assimilating the country rock as it advanced.

The

sedimentary rocks have the appearance of roof pendants
projecting downward into the top of the stock.

Undoubtedly some structural deformation acconpanIed the
intruzion process, but the parallelism of fau limbs of the

former anticline and the more or less uniformity and pore
sistenee of strIkes and dips do not seem to be compatible

with the larre scale upwarping and thrusting asido of
sediments_that the mec,-anical intrusion of an

neous body

of this size muot demand.

Cooling and shrinking of the molten mass probably
produced much of t-o normal faulting observed in the area.

In summarizing, pore appeer to have been three distinct
poriods in the structurai. history of the Twin Buttes area:

(1' a period of intense folding accompanied by thrust and
high angle strike faults parallel to the axis of the folds,
(

)

eranitic intrusion and mineralization along fault zones,

and (3) transverse faaltine normal to the axis of the folds
involving both horizontal and vortical displacement.

XII

GEOLOGIC HISTOHY

The oldest known rocks In southeastern Arizona consist
of a thick serles of sericite achlsts whlch wore first
described by Ransome and named Final schist.
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The schists

are considered to be metamorphosed sediments of Archeozoic

In Late Proterozoic time an arm of the sea encroached
upon Arizona from th,3 south to submerge the southeastern

half

of the state. In this southeastern basin the Proterozoic Apache

croup was deposited dconformably on the 're-Cambrian Final
schist or pre-Cambrian .granite.

Apparently the sea withdrew from southeastern Arizona

at the close of the Proteozoic and did not return until
late Middle Cambrian time when the Troy and Bolsa quartzites
were deposited.

The Troy quartzites and conoJarlerates were

laid down disconformably on the Apache group in the Santa
Catalina rountains, while to the south and southeast of Tucson
the Bolsa lies directly on the old erosion surface of the
Final schist or pre-Cambrian granite.

The Bolsa observed at

Twin Buttes appears to have been deposited in a near shore

environment at first, as indicated by the presence of a rather
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Ransom°, F. L., The geology and ore deposits of the
Bisbee quadran7le: ArIzonal U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper,
pp. 24-27, 1904.
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coarse conglomerate at or near the base.

With rising sea

level the coarse elastics .?,r-de u ward into fine quartz sandstones and micaceous shales.

By the close of the Middle Cambrian the sea was again
withdrawing to the southeast, and no Middle Cambrian
deposits are found north of the junction of the Gila and
San Pedro rivers.

32

?ddle Cambrian strata younger than the

7olsa quartzit9 are found progressively farther to the southeast as the waters retreated.

The most northerly extension

of the Cochise formation is the Santa. Catalina 7'onntaIns

and the Picacho de Calera Hills in the Tucson Mountains.

No positive evidence of the Cochse has been found at Twin
Buttes, however.

During Upper Cambrian time the sea continued to with-

draw and the thin-bedded, shaly Abrigo formation deposited
on the Middle Cambrian Bolsa, while elastics comprised most
of the sediments to the north in the Santa Catalinas.

Apparently subsidence was taking place to the south, and
the Abrigo formation to the north represents a near shore
facies.

The

reat thickness of the Abrigo at Twin Buttes

records continued subsidence for a long period.

The

accumulation of fine calcareous muds alternatin7 with thin-

bedded limestones suggests deposition in somewhat deeper

32

Stoyanow, A. A., Paleozoic paleogeography of A _zona:
Geol. 71nc. Am., Bull., vol. 53, p. 1262, 1942.
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water at very near base level of deposition.

The very

uppermost Cambrian which is represented by the Rtncon limestones in the Whetstone Mountains and at Picacho de Calera
in the Tucson Mountains, and the Copper queen limestone at
Bisbee is entirely absent.

The Copper queen limestone is

found only in the extreme southeastern corner of the state.
A long period of emergence followed the deposition of
the Abrigo sediments and the seas did not return to south-

eastern Arizona, except for minor transgressions recorded by
isolated outcrops of Ordovician age in the Dos Cabezas
Mountains and the Glifton-Morenci district, until Late
Devonian.

The relatively pure, non-magnesian, massive Upper

Devonian Martin limestone, deposited with apparent conformity
on the Abrigo points to deposition in a moderately deep sea
environment at some distance from shore.

To the north, the

limestone gives way to aranaceou.s limestones, shales, and
sandstones.

The Devonion sea occupied approximately the

same basin as that in which the Cambrian strata were deposited.

Continued subsidence throughout the Late Devonian and
Early Mississippian brought even deeper seas into southeastern Arizona and with them the pure massive Lower
Mississippian limestone which was deposited disconfortnably
on the Martin.

Lower rississippian fauna indicate a deep

sea environment as does the complete absence of dolomite.

By the close of Early Mississippian time the southeastern
trough was almost completely c',rained and the only Upper

Mi6Sissippian strata deposited in this part of Arizona is
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the Paradise formation in the Chiricahua Mountains.

In the Pennsylvanian transgressive seas from the southeast again covered most of southeastern Arizona.

A series

of shaly limestones, indicative of a. moderately shallow

water environment, was deposited d_sconformably on the
cabrosa.

Abundant fauna, essentially brachiopods, suggest

water that was not too deep.

An intraformational conglomerate

lies within the basal limestone beds of the Naco, the
Pennsylvanian formation of southeastern Arizona.

In the southeastern basin the Permian sea deposited
in places along its shallow margins red aid green shales,
thin-bedded limestones, marls, and gypsum.

As the sea

deepened, the marine limestone of the Snyder Hill formation
was laid down.
Followin

the withdrawal of the Permian sea, after

the end of the period, southeastern Arizona apparently

remained emerged until middle Early Cretaceous time when
the Trinity sea spread westward as far as

sbee.

Cretaceous

sediments throughout the remainder of the state are continental in origin.

There Is no evidence of Triassic

or Jurassic deposition in southeastern Arizona.
In Late Cretaceous time widespread volcanic activity
accompanied by tremendous _utflowIngs of lava was prevalent
throuqhout the state.

7ayuga distinguished aadesite,

rhyolite, dacite, and latite flows in the Helmet Peak
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33
area.

There is no evidence that these flows ever extended

as far south as the Twin Buttes district.

Extensive folding, thrust faulting, and renewed igneous
activity took place at the close of the Cretaceous.

This

period of general crustal unrest has been ascribed by most
students to the Laramide Revolution.

It was during the late

stages of this severe orogenic activity, or closely following
it, that the large granite mass was intruded into the overlying Paleozoic and Cretaceous strata.

The ore deposits of

the district are believed to hava been formed at this time.

During the Late Tertiary (?) Mayuga finds evidence of
another period of igneous activity in the vicinity of
Helmet Peak.

34

Since this last period of basaltic flows the

dominant earth shaping process has been erosion.

33
34

Mayuga, M. N., op. cit., p. 27
Ibid., p. 38.
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XIII

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY
The metal production of the Twin Buttes district has
been predominantly copper with some lead, zinc, silver, and
a little gold.

The mtis Included in the district are the

Glance which lies to the east of the queen lust outside of
the area mapped, the Queen, Ying, vinnte, !'organ, and
Contention.

Of these, the Glance has been the greatest

producer, closely followed by the Morgan with the queen
third in importance.

The comparative production records of

the mines appear below:*
Glance

42,786,126.00

Morgan

2,035,306.00

1.teen

1,747,852.00

Minnie

1,330,803.00

King

275,000.00

Contention
'

The mineralization of the district is typically contact

metamorphic in character, the direct result rf the Invasion
of the sediments by a lar7e granitic intrusive body.

Deposition has been controlled almolt entirely by faulting
and fracturtrm of the Carboniferous limestones near the
intrusive contact and Is confined to belts or zones of

Records of William Foy.
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altered rock in Which pyrite and chalcopyrite ara intimately
associated with carnet, amphiboles, pyroxenes and other
silicate products of contact metamorphism.

Heat and pressure

from the intrusive mass forced ml.neralizine,, solutions out

into the surrounding country rock along fracture zones.
The most c mmon evidence of contact metamorphic
mineralization is the numerous outcrops of garnetized. limestone.

These are of no economic importance except as a

possible guide to ore.

The mineralized zones are generally

rather narrow at the surface, limited in extent, and appear
to be restricted almost entirely to the strike fault..
not ail such i'aults are so affected.

)The Carboniferous limestones are apparently more susceptible to -iteration than are others./ However, this may be
eee

due to the fact that there is relatively a much greater
amount of Carboniferous limestone in tl7le area rather than

that they are particularly favorable, chemically or structurally, for such alteration.

The Senator Morgan shaft is

sunk in Lower Pennsylvanian Naco while the Contention shaft
cuts the Tower Mississippian Escabrosa.

At Foy Hill 4 miles

to the north the Devonian Martin seemed to be most strongly
garnetized.

Undoubtedly the proY,mity of the i&,..neous contact

has had considerable influence in the location and degree of
metamorphism.

The ore deposits consist essentially of chalcopyrite,

galena, and some sphalerite, with abundant pyrite and
magnetite anu carry some silver and oold.

The ores are
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preponderantly primary sulfides, although some supergana
chalcocite and a little native copper have been mined.i

Ti

original production of the area was from surface outcrops of
copper carbonates and chrysocoila.

Generally, oxidation of

the ore has been the exception rather than the rulo.

The

one exception was found in the Queen mine where oxidation
had reached a depth of 600 feet.

R. L. nrosn made an extennive study of the Queen and Glance workings. 35
7,rown's work at the queen and (.1-lance mines further

revealed that the ore bodies are characteristically irregular
in outline, somewhat tabular, and of limited extent both
vertically and horizontally.
deposits
become too. low
.._ --

At depths beyond 700 feet the

grade to

mine.

At the Morgan the

workings were extended to 900 feet before the ore pinched
out.

In both cases granite was found only a short distance

below the shaft bottom.

A study of Brown's underground maps indicates that the
ore bodies are irregularly distributed and are confined to
rather wide garnetized zones.

C)ee deposition appears to

have been concentrated on the limestone side of the contact
zenn.away from the granite.

35

rown, R. L., The geology and ore deposits of the Twin
buttes dietrict: Master's thesis, Univ. of Ariz., pp. 34-38,
1926.
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History of the Twin Buttes Area
Much of the following information was obtained from
notes corlpiled by Dr. E. D. Wilson, geologist in the

Arizona Bureau of Mines, for the purpose of publishing a
brief history of mining in Pima County.
tion figures were supplied by Mr.

Al? mine produc-

i1Iiaii Foy of Twin Buttes.

There was little or no metal production in the Pima
district previous to the completion of the Southern Pacific
railroad into Tucson in 1880.

Transportation difficulties,

further complicated by bands nf marauding Apaches, served
as the chief obstacle to mining in the area.

Silver deposits which had been known to the Jesuit
fathers and the early Spaniards were the basis for the early
production of the district.

Considerable silver-lead ore

was shipped, principally from the San Xavier mine, fro- 1380
until silver was demonitized in 1893.

A little copper was

mined during the first four years of this period.
The copper deposits at Twin Buttes were located in the

early seventies, but little work was done in the first period
of copper mining.

The Twin Buttes 7Ining and Smeltin7 Company

acquired all the promising property in 1903 and built a
standard gauge railroad from Tucson to Twin 7uttes.

During

the eleven years of development and operation by the Twin
Buttes Company the gross production amounted to $3,110,000.00.

Figures from records of 4illian Foy.
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Most of the ore came from the Morgan Mine with the Copper
Glance, Copper 41.1een, and Copper Kim., mines contributing.

When the venture collapsed in 1014 the Southern Pacific
bought the rail line fron Tucson to Sahuarita to be used as
art of its bra. nch line to Nogales and !eXico.

In that year

the Senator Vorgan Mine was leased to two of the original
owners, Messrs

gush. and Paxtor, who shipped a considerable

tonnage of copper ore to the Copper queen smelter at Douglas.

The high copper prices during the first World War made such
long distance hauling profitable.

Earlier attempts to operate

a smelter on Twin Buttes production had failed.
In 1915 the Morgan Vine was closed down when the ore was
found to be too low grade to work.

The shaft Is now a source

of water for stock.

The following figures on Morgan production for the years

1906-1913 were obtained from the records of William Foy who
now owns the property.
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'!TT MITTFS VINING Ann ST!E'T'

CO1TANY

Morgan vine
Production and Cost elf Production 1906-1913

Production
Gars shipped, R. R.

2,694

4iet Tons

138,775

Dry Tons

132,502

Moisture

3.80

Copper

5.92

Copper, lbs. gross

15,688,237

Copper, lbs. net

Coplr price, average

1,377,922
13.0102 cts.

Total copper value
Silver, oz.

Silver price, average

.,861,800.60

254,404
68.201 cts.

Net silver value

167 400 00

Total receipts copper and silver
Cost of Production

41,973,546.60

76,871.05

Credits

Total cost loss credits
TOTAL NET

*

$2,029,200.60

Statement condensed.

418960675.55
132 325.05
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The Morgan Mine
At the present time

the underground workings of the

Morgan mine are completely inaccessible and have been so
since 1941 when attempts were made to reopen one shaft to
explore the mineral possibilities of BOMB quartz veins.

The

only information available is that contained in past reports
on the mine.

F. L. Ransome Included it in a general report

on tho geology and ore deposits of the Sierrita Mountains. 36
R. L. Brown, 5 years later, in 1926, mado a

ther thorough

study of all the mines in the Twin Buttes district.

37

To

these two earlier investigators must go the credit for many
of the facts and figures obtained on the Mor an mine.

F-

( For the 11 years previous to its abandonment in 1915
the Senator 71organ mine was one of the big producers of the
district.

The ore was predominantly chalcopyrite which

occurred in massive bodies intimately associated with abundant
pyrite and magnetite, and some sphalerite and specular
hematite.

Galena was encountered in the upper part of the

old Morgan. shaft.

There was little or no evidence of oxida-

tion and secondary enrichment, Galena havinfr, been noted in

an outcrop just north of the original shaft.

The gangue

minerals consist of an abundance of garnet with lesser amounts
of quartz, diopside, hedenbergite, tromolite,

36

and

chlorite.

Ranso-e, F. L., Ore deposits of the Sierrita 'ffountains:
U. 3. Geol. survey Bull. 725, pp. 426-427, 1921.
37

firr'wn, R. Ti., op. cit., pp. 31-33.
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The ore body was apparently deposited alon

a fracture

zone which accompanied northwest-southeast faulting.

The

mineralized zone eutcrops at the surface In the form of a
belt of garnet parallelling the longitudinal fault extending
east of the old 7orgen shaft.

Ore was mined to a depth of

900 feet where It became too low grade to be profitable.

It

was reported that granite was encountered at that level.
A second fault cuts the strike fault at nearly right angles
between the old and new Morgan shaft.

Apparently there was

little or no mineralization along this later fault.

In 1941 th5 Morgan property was leased by C. M. Taylor
after the discovery 01 scheelito in the quartz veins out-

croppin6 on Moran hill south'of the old Morgan shaft.

This

project was soon abandoned.
Exposures of t

quartz veins at the surface have a

generally weeterly strike, ranee fro
than 50 feet in length, an
in width.

a few feet to more

vary from 1 to nearly 10 feet

They have cut the Cretaceous (?) quartzites and

shales for s distance of over 600 feet.

Thescheelite occurs as finely disseminated particles_

5

in the coarsely crystalline milky quartzf

The particles are

scarcely visible except under ultra-violet light.

Aseays of

samples obtained revealed that the scheelito ore contained
0.7% to 10;; W03.*

a.11,1
* Arizona Bureau of Maas assay.

7E3

Contention Vino
The Contention mine was last operated by 'sr. William
Foy in 1947, and, thourrh not abandoned, has been idle since
that time.

The underground workings are inaccessible due

to the presence of water in the shaft to a height well above
the upper level.

Development was first begun in 1919 and was carried on
intermittently by Mr. Foy until 1943; the first production
was in October 1944.

The ore ran about 15% zinc, 2 to 3%

copper, and approximately 1.5 ounces of silver.

From 1944

to 1947 the mine produced. about 8000 tons of ore, 780 tons of

which were mined In 1947.

High costs of production and the

low price of zinc forced Yr. Foy to close the mine down in
the latter year.

The underground workings are not ()xtensive and attained

an over-all depth of only about 210 feet.

Tho shaft was sunk

into a garnetized zone in ts. limestone which strikes northwegt parallelling the grant e contact.

At 150 feet a 70 foot

crosscut was driven to the southwest to intercept t!-Ir-1 contact

zone which was found to he dipping in that direction at
about 65°, and drifts wore driven along the strike of the ore
body in both directions.

An early 4-inch show of sphalerite

later widened to the southwest into a zone of nearly 15 feet.

A block 120 feet len

by 50 feet lii7h, was stoped.

An inclined

winze was sunk an additional 60 foot and a drift was driven
for about 250 feet to the southwest.

No oro was recovered
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from the 210-foot level.

The ore body occurs in a lenticular mass of garnet
lying between the granite to the east and Carboniferous
limestone to the west.

A second shaft sunk about 300 yards

to the west failed to reveal any extension of the ora body in
that diroc _on.

Plate VI shows a simplified sketch of the underground
workings of the Contention nine.

30

-Future of the District

The Twin Buttes mining district has been dormant,
except for intormittant and short-lived minor activity, for
noarly 20 yoars.

Tho large mines ara apparently exhausted

and continued exploration with the diamond drill revealed
nothing of sufficient importance to warrant further development.

In most cases, the bottoms of the workings wore found

to be only a short distance from granite.

With the advent of World War TT an exploration program
was initiated by the United States Bureau of Mines and a
field party was sent into the area to survey, trench, and
sample the most promising parts of the district.

Dr. E. D. Wilson of the Arizona Bureau of Mines and
Dr. B. S. Butler of the University of Arizona mapped the
geolo6y or the region during the same summer and submitted a
full report to the Bureau of Mines.

The efforts of neither

party were instrumental in uncovering any new ore bodies.
The structure of the district does not lend Itself to
the encouragement of further activity.

favorable and extensive outcrops
rather thoroughly exploited.

Yost of the more

limestones have been

The exposures remaining to be

explored are relatively limited areally and, probably, also
vertically.

The presence of large areas of granite at the

surface suggests that nowhere do the sediment3 continue to
any considerable depth.

Tills is further indicated by the

fact that the two deepest mines of the district, the Senator
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Morgan and the queen, encountered granite at 900 and 700
feet, respectively.

In both cases the or

low grade with approach to the :Yjranite.

became increaelnray
As mentioned earlier

in this report, there is reason to believe that the sedimentary
rocks of the area are floating in this mass of granite.
In view of the above observations, the writer is of the

opinion that the Twin Buttes mining district will never
again be a major contributor to the copper production of
Pima County.

Minor copper ore bodies of the contact type

may be located by diamond drilling and developed as small
leasing operations if future copper prices permit.

Zinc may

be profitably recovered from the Contention mine with a
substantial increase in market values.

Records of the

district show that an appreciable amount of silver _as been
recovered from the copper ores, but it Is doubtful if it
ever occurs in sufficient quantities to permit mining for
this metal alone.

Further development of the scheelite

deposits may reveal ores of economic importance, but to
date little is known about them.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATES

PTAT7 VITT

A

Gravel road to Sahuarita.

Santa Cruz valley

and Santa Rita Mountains in background.

View

to the east..

B.

One of t7:ne larger intermittent streams of the
area.

Cut into Tertiary (?) granite.

Cb - Middle Cambrian Bolsa quartzite.
Ts - Tertiary (?) granite.

Pla le Vat

PLATE IX

A.

View to west from the Contention mine.
Sierritas in background.

Garnet queen head

frame in central foreground.
Dm - Devonian Martin limestone.
Co - kississippian Escabrosa limestone.

Ca - Cambrian Abrigo CO (Undifferentiated
Cambrian)

B.

View to east from Contention mine.
Ritas in background.

Santa

Santa Cr ,,,z valley in

middle distance, and eastward sloping
pediment in foreground.

NW'

p1-101,17 y

A.

Fault west of Contention mine, looking north.
Northwest side has moved southwest.

T3.

Ce:

Mississippian Escabrosa limestoe.

Tg:

Tertiary (?) granita.

Typical garnet outcrop in Pennsylvanian Naco.
Cuntomarily stands well above adjacent
limestone.

PTAT7 XT

A.

Angular Bolsa fragments mantling top of Bolsa

Ride to north.

B.

Chert-banded Abrigo on north slope of 9olsa
Ridge.

PLATE XII

A.

Marbleized Martin limestone west of Contention
Mine.

Grass may be seen 7Tting In solution

pits.

Be

Typical marbleized Escabrosa outcrop on ridge
adjacent to and west of the Contention mine.
The brilliant whItl color is common.

PLATE X141

A.

Marl bed adjacent to chert-1-)anded Abrigo (?)

limestone.

B.

Drag fold in Manzano shales.

dd.

PLATE XIV

A.

Thin-section_ photomicrograph of post-Cretaceous
granite.
quartz
PIE:

andesine

Orth:

orthoclase

Magnification 55X.

B.

Photomicrograph showin7 fine intergrown quartz
crystals with larger crystals of oligoclase and
muscovite.

Crossed nicols.

qtz:

quartz

Pig:

olioclase

Mus:

muscovite

Magnification 48X.

Rock is an aphte dike

.

Hate 411.11

PLATE XV

A.

ThIn.section pheto.nicrograph or late Intrusive

granite showing Iaro kaolinized orthoclase
crystals surrounded by fine-grained intergrown
quartz.
Qtz:

quartz

Orth: orthoclase
Magnification 48X.

B.

Photon1cro3raph of andesines -uartz, and horn-

blende in a quartz andete.
in orthoclase crystals.
r,

andesine

Qtz:

quartz
bc,rnb7ende

Magnification 65X.

"Mite twinning

Crpssed nicols.

PLATE XVI

A.

Thin-section microphotograph of a rhyolite dike.
Groundmass cr-msists of fine grains of quartz
and feldspar.

Quartz and carlsbad-twinned

orthoclase crystals shown.
Qtz:

quartz

Orth:

orthoclase

Crossed nicols.

Magnification 35X.

B.

Photomicrograph showing: microperthitic intergrowth

of orthoclase and albite feldspars.
alteration along fracture in crystal.
nicols.

Rock is a trachyte dike.

Orth:

orthoclase

Ab:

albite

Chi:

chlorite

Ma4;nification 35X.

Chlorite
Crossed

~_°-`=`='^`

E9791. 1948 -65

C2

MI NHL
3

ado-0

a reef in Devonian katin 1imstone vc)st of

Contention mina.
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